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Abstract
Many failures in large-scale online services stem from

incorrect handling of exceptions. We focus on exception-
handling failures characterized by three features that make
them difficult to diagnose using classical techniques: (1) im-
plicit dependencies across multiple exceptions due to state
changes; (2) silent code handling without logging; and (3)
separation (in code and in time) between the root cause excep-
tion and the failure manifestation. In this paper, we present
the design and implementation of ExChain, a framework
that helps developers diagnose such exception-dependent
failures in test/canary deployment environments. ExChain
constructs causal links between exceptions even in the pres-
ence of the aforementioned factors. Our key observation is
that mishandled exceptions invariably modify critical system
states, which impact downstream functions. A key challenge
in tracking these states is balancing the tradeoff between
performance overhead and accuracy. To this end, ExChain
uses state-impact analysis to establish potential causal links
between exceptions and uses a novel hybrid taint tracking
approach for tracking state propagation. Using ExChain, we
were able to successfully identify the root cause for 8 out of
11 reported subtle exception-dependent failures in 10 pop-
ular applications. ExChain significantly outperforms state-
of-art approaches, while producing several orders of magni-
tude fewer false positives. ExChain also offers significantly
better accuracy-performance tradeoffs relative to baseline
static/dynamic analysis alternatives.

1 Introduction
Failures in large-scale production systems continue to be a
significant source of frustration for developers and loss of
customer satisfaction and revenues for service providers. A
common root cause of system failures is incorrect handling
of exceptions or errors.

Developers today can check whether a failure occurred
during the handling of an exception and whether that excep-
tion was thrown during another exception handler, etc; i.e.,
track exception chains. Unfortunately, existing workflows are
not useful for diagnosing failures whose root causes are out-
side the current exception chain, a type of failures that we
refer to as exception-dependent failure (EDFs). Exception-

dependent failures involve multiple exceptions whose han-
dling periods do not overlap (i.e., they do not belong to the
same exception chain) and yet the (mis)handling of one root
cause exception triggers a downstream exception which even-
tually leads to a failure.

In the context of large systems, diagnosing failures often ne-
cessitates an in-depth understanding of EDF. As highlighted
by Yuan et al., "Almost all catastrophic failures (92%) stem
from the incorrect management of non-fatal errors that are
explicitly signaled in software" [59]. Complementing this,
our manual analysis of 150 failures across multiple Apache
Foundation projects affirms that 85% of these failures orig-
inate from exceptions. Unfortunately, existing solutions for
root cause diagnosis of EDFs are insufficient; in our evalua-
tion with 11 EDFs, state of the art slicing, log analysis, and
statistical debugging techniques could identify the root causes
of only three of fewer EDFs.

EDFs differ from simple exception-chains [25] in three key
aspects that make them especially challenging to diagnose:

• Implicit stateful dependencies: In an explicit exception
chain, the final failure-inducing exception is part of a
cascaded chain of exceptions triggered by the root cause.
In EDFs, however, the root cause exception can lead to
a failure not only by just modifying the control flow of a
program, but also by subtly changing the state.

• Silent handling: Due to the common practice of silent ex-
ception handling [59], the root cause exception may not
be logged. This makes it difficult to diagnose exception-
handling failures that may occur later on.

• Spatial/temporal separation: Finally, the root cause and
the failure may be spatially and temporally distant from
each other. For instance, the root cause exception may
be triggered by one user request and the failure may
be triggered by a different request that has some data
dependency with the root cause.

For these reasons, we argue that it is critical to complement
exception chain information, which is commonly produced
and visualized by standard libraries in languages like Java and
Python, with exception dependency information for effective
failure diagnosis.
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In this paper, we present EXCHAIN, a tool that enables
developers to diagnose EDFs by automatically inferring ex-
ception dependency. EXCHAIN works by instrumenting the
production system binary. At run time (e.g., during integra-
tion testing or canary deployment), EXCHAIN routines, which
were instrumented into the production binary, automatically
log all exceptions and their contexts, and perform a dynamic-
static hybrid analysis to identify causal dependencies among
all exceptions; i.e., an exception e2 causally depends on an
exception e1 if e1 is responsible for e2, either explicitly (e.g.,
throw e2 inside a catch block of e1) or implicitly (e.g., e1
changes application states that causes e2). Whenever a failure
occurs, developers can query the exception-dependency graph
produced by EXCHAIN to see whether the failure was caused
by the mishandling of an exception.

EXCHAIN employs a set of novel state-impact analyses
to establish potential causal links between exceptions. First,
EXCHAIN analyzes how exception-handling code changes
program state—we call this affected state analysis—by iden-
tifying memory locations whose values are impacted by the
change in control flow when compared to non-exceptional
execution. Second, EXCHAIN analyzes immediate causes for
exceptions by tracking control flow backwards from the pro-
gram locations where exceptions are raised and identifying
memory locations whose values are responsible in triggering
the exception—we call this responsible state analysis. Third,
EXCHAIN incorporates taint analysis to monitor the state
affected by code addressing one exception as it influences
values which activate other exceptions. Notably, EXCHAIN in-
troduces a hybrid algorithm, blending dynamic taint tracking
for heap objects with static taint tracking for local primitives.
This strategic approach positions EXCHAIN uniquely in the
taint-tracking arena, offering accuracy akin to dynamic taint
analysis while achieving the overhead benefits of static taint
tracking. Collectively, these methods enable EXCHAIN to
determine causality between exceptions, proving invaluable
for EDF diagnosis.

We evaluated EXCHAIN using 10 diverse applications from
the Apache Foundation, spanning various domains and av-
eraging 6K stars. Out of 11 reproducible EDFs instances,
EXCHAIN identified root causes for 8, outperforming the
state-of-the-art statistical debugging, slicing, and log analy-
sis tools, which pinpointed only 3 or fewer issues.1 In per-
formance metrics, EXCHAIN introduced an average latency
overhead of 8%, half attributable to its techniques and half to
underlying JVM tools – tools we aim to optimize in future
versions. When juxtaposed with an alternative design employ-
ing static taint tracking, EXCHAIN was a mere 2% costlier but
detected 5 more root causes. In contrast, while dynamic taint
tracking identified the root cause for all failures, it was found
to introduce a substantial performance overhead, reaching up
to 50 times. This suggests that while accuracy is crucial, the

1EXCHAIN could have identified the root causes of two additional failures
with a better static taint tracking tool than what our current prototype uses.

1 class PageProvider {
2 int counter;
3 Page[] cache;
4 void processRequest(Request req) {
5 Page page = cache[req.pageIndex];
6 try {
7 if (page.isAttached()) {
8 logAndThrow(
9 "attached page.");

10 }
11 page.resolve(req.sessionId);
12 counter++;
13 // render page
14 } catch (StalePageException e1) {
15 // StalePageException is
16 // swallowed and not logged.
17 page.refresh(counter);
18 } catch (InitError e2) {
19 throw new FatalError(e2);
20 }
21 }
22 void logAndThrow(String msg) {
23 logger.info(msg);
24 throw new InitError(msg);
25 }
26 }
27 class Page {
28 int sessionId;
29 void resolve(int sessionId) {
30 attach();
31 if (sessionId != this.sessionId) {
32 throw new StalePageException();
33 }
34 ...
35 detach();
36 }
37 }

Req. 1
1

2

3
4
5

6
HTTP 200

Req. 2
1

2

3

4
HTTP 500

The method does not detach the page
when a StalePageException is thrown.

Figure 1: Wicket [7] fails to detach page when exception
occurs [56]. Green circles represents the first request that
triggers a StalePageException and leaves the page
attached. Red squares represents the second request which
triggers the InitError and causes the system to fail.

accompanying performance trade-off can be significant. The
results show that EXCHAIN’s hybrid taint-tracking presents
a useful accuracy-overhead trade-off: an accuracy closer to
dynamic taint tracking with an overhead closer to static taint
tracking. This makes EXCHAIN suitable for test or canary
deployments where the modest overhead is acceptable for the
ease of failure diagnosis.

The source code of EXCHAIN is available at:
https://github.com/aoli-al/exchain.

2 Motivation
In this section, we present an example to illustrate the notion
of exception-dependent failures and discuss why they are
an important class of problems that do not yet have good
solutions in practice.

2.1 A Motivating Example
We present a simplified real-world example to illustrate
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exception-dependent failures (EDFs) and the unique chal-
lenges in diagnosing their root causes. To keep the discussion
short, we pick a simple application and keep details to a min-
imum, noting that similar problems also manifest in more
complex and popular applications such as Hadoop, HDFS,
and Tomcat (as we show in §6).

Figure 1 shows a simplified code snippet from the Apache
Wicket web server [7], a popular choice for dynamic web
applications. When a user requests a page, Wicket returns the
cached version of the page for better performance (Line 5).
Next, Wicket resolves the page based on the req.sessionId

(Line 11). This sessionId allows Wicket to differentiate
between requests from various users. Specifically, if the ses-
sionId associated with a rendered page differs from a new
request, Wicket initiates re-rendering for the page. This pro-
cess is implemented in the resolve method. It begins by
attaching the page object to the current context (Line 30),
ensuring it remains exclusive to the current requester and
safeguarded against accidental modifications by concurrent
requests. Upon completion, the method detaches the page
object. The resolve compares the sessionId of the page
object with that of the requester. In cases of mismatch, it
throws a StalePageException (Line 32) so that the Page-
Provider will refresh the page (Line 17).

Unfortunately, the resolve method in Wicket 9.4.0 has a
bug that can result in an HTTP 500 error response. Figure 2
illustrates the sequence of requests that trigger this bug. The
issue involves two requests. The first request asks for a stale
page, i.e., the req.sessionId does not match the current
page.sessionId, which causes a StalePageException at
Line 31. Due to this exception, the resolve method fails
to detach the page object, leaving it attached to the current
context. The exception is later swallowed and the page is
silently refreshed in Line 17. The second request asks for
the same page requested by the previous request, and the
cache array returns correctly. However, since page is still
attached, processRequest throws an InitError exception
that eventually causes the HTTP 500 error response. The
reporter of the above Wicket issue spent significant time to
identify the root cause and to understand how it is causally
related to the failure [56].

Note that the final failure (HTTP response 500) causally
depends on one or more exceptions. The dependency can be
explicit or implicit. An exception e j explicitly depends on
another exception ei if ei’s catch block explicitly throws e j. In
the Wicket example above, FatalError explicitly depends
on InitError. On the other hand, e j implicitly depends on
ei if ei changes application state in a way that causes e j; i.e.,
there is a data-flow between the effect of ei and the cause of
e j. In the Wicket example, InitError implicitly depends on
StalePageException since the latter leaves the page in the
attached state, causing the former.

We observe that diagnosing this exception-handling failure
is challenging due to three key factors:

Req 1
p1.html

1. Get Cached Page 2. Check Page Attached

5. Throw StalePageException
HTTP 200 4. Check Stale Page

User

3. Attach Page

6. Refresh Page

Req 2
p1.html

1. Get Cached Page 2. Check Page Attached

3. Throw InitError
HTTP 500 Rethrow

4. Throw FatalError

Figure 2: The request flow that triggers the HTTP 500
error when a user requests the same page twice. The labels
correspond to the execution flow shown in Figure 1.

F1: Implicit state changes. Exceptions can have unexpected
consequences beyond just modifying the control flow of a
program. In the case of the FatalError exception shown in
Figure 2, the presence of a StalePageException implicitly
modifies the state of the page object. Specifically, the detach
method is not called, leaving the object in an un-detached
state that later triggers the FatalError exception. Impor-
tantly, there is no direct control-flow relationship between the
StalePageException and the FatalError, meaning that
simply tracing the execution path of the second request does
not reveal the root cause of the failure.

F2: Silent exception handling. The root cause exception
StalePageException is silently swallowed and not logged
(Line 15). This allows the first request to continue normally
despite encountering errors, improving overall system reli-
ability and user experience. Such silent exception handling
is a common practice among practitioners[59]; however, the
fact that the exceptions are not logged or reported to external
systems makes it difficult to diagnose failures that may occur
later on (e.g., in the second request in this example).

F3: Spatially and temporally distant root cause. The error
only surfaces in the second request, which can be temporally
distant from when the root cause was triggered by the first
request. Many unrelated error messages appear between the
temporally-distant root cause and failure, and identifying if
an error message is causally related to the failure can be
challenging.

These key factors are not specific to the motivating ex-
ample alone. For example, in a study of 10 Java libraries,
Fetzer et al. found that 40% of exceptions caused implicit
state changes [23], where both the control- and data-flow
of the program are changed. Such state changes can cause
implicit EDFs that are difficult to diagnosis. Moreover, an em-
pirical study by Fu and Ryder found that approximately 40%
of the exceptions caught by the analyzed applications were
completely ignored by the program [25]. Existing empirical
evidence shows the ubiquitous of the above factors in diag-
nosing EDF. Our experiments in §6 sampled 11 reproducible
EDFs from ten popular apps (Table 2); six of the EDFs turned
out to involve multiple requests/operations, and the root cause
exceptions were missing in the logs for five EDFs.
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2.2 Prior Work and Limitations
We now briefly discuss why closely related work is not appli-
cable in identifying the root cause of an EDF.

Failure diagnosis. Statistical debugging [39] and backward
slicing are two classic approaches to failure diagnosis. The
former requires comparing many successful runs and failure
runs to identify the failure root cause, a very different usage
scenario from EXCHAIN. In our evaluation, even when pro-
vided with both types of runs, the leading statistical debugging
tool, GZolta, detected 6 fewer root causes than EXCHAIN.

Backward slicing has struggled to balance accuracy and
run-time overhead: static slicing [44, 49] cannot scale to ana-
lyze large-scale systems precisely. On the other, dynamic slic-
ing techniques, like [5], can drastically slow down program
execution—by up to 15 times in our evaluation, rendering
them unsuitable for consistent use during routine testing or
canary deployments.

Additionally, Sinha et al. suggested an integration of ex-
ception semantics with backward tracing, specifically to ad-
dress null pointer exceptions. However, this technique’s scope
remains limited as it primarily tracks NULL propagation,
making it non-generalizable for other exceptions [49].

Failure monitoring. Existing failure monitoring techniques
primarily focus on identifying the failure of distributed sys-
tems [4, 13, 14, 17, 22, 26, 27, 28, 37, 38, 54]. However, iden-
tifying the failure service does not reveal the root cause of the
failure. Panorama [31] and OmegaGen [40] improve the ob-
servability of large systems by monitoring grey-failures [30].
Such techniques are not sufficient to identify the root cause
for EDFs as not all exceptions are triggered by grey failures;
i.e, they do not work for silent exception handling (F2).

Log enhancement and analysis. These techniques focus on
improving the log quality [58, 63], like logging more variable
values at more selected program locations, and identifying
failure-related logs [19] during post-mortem analysis. They
are orthogonal to EXCHAIN. EXCHAIN conducts its analysis
at run time, without relying on logs. Furthermore, no matter
how many variables are logged at how many program loca-
tions, exception dependency cannot be figured out without
the dependency analysis that we will present later. Notably,
in our evaluations, only 3 failures benefitted from analyzing
the first exception thrown by the application and the closest
exception to the final failure.

2.3 Our Goal
Our goal is to build a tool that can automatically identify, at
run time, the causal relationship between root cause excep-
tions and an EDF, even when the root causes are far from the
failure, exceptions are silently swallowed, and dependencies
are implicit. More precisely, given an EDF e f , we aim to pro-
duce a DAG such that (1) there is a single sink node e f , (2)
source nodes represent root cause exceptions, and (3) an edge
ei → e j indicates that e j implicitly or explicitly depends on

Figure 3: A high-level overview of EXCHAIN.

ei. In the most common case, the output is a chain of excep-
tions, starting from the root cause exception and ending at e f .
For example, for the aforementioned Wicket failure in Fig-
ure 1, we produce the chain StalePageException@32 →
InitError@9 → FatalError@19 (while this notation only
shows line numbers, the actual dependencies are between the
objects corresponding to the exceptions thrown at run-time).
Such dependencies can better explain to developers how root
cause exceptions lead to the failure.

We aim to make our tool easy to use: a developer should be
able to use the tool with low manual effort. The tool should
be accurate: it should be able to find root causes of most
EDFs, without generating many false positives. Finally, it
should be efficient: its run time overhead would be modest.
We envision EXCHAIN being deployed in a test, a canary, or a
reproduction environment where a modest run time overhead
is acceptable for the advantage of an easy-to-use and effective
failure diagnosis tool.

3 EXCHAIN Overview
We begin with a high level overview of its workflow and
how we envision EXCHAIN being used before diving into the
technical challenges.

3.1 A High Level View
EXCHAIN consists of three components as shown in Figure 3:
the instrumenter, the runtime, and the analyzer.

To use EXCHAIN, a developer proactively uses the auto-
mated instrumenter to instrument the target application bi-
naries. The instrumenter does not require application source
code or any application-specific configuration. The instru-
mented binaries are then deployed in the same way as the
original binaries (e.g., in an integration testing environment
or in a canary deployment).

As the instrumented application executes, EXCHAIN’s run-
time intercepts all exceptions that are raised and saves all ex-
ceptions as well as the critical runtime information required
to determine their dependencies in the EXCHAIN log file.
After a failure, the developer uses EXCHAIN analyzer to di-
agnose the failure. We assume that the developer charged
with this incident troubleshooting and remediation knows
the final symptom exception of the failure (potentially from
the application’s own log file). For instance, in our example
from earlier, the developer knows that the HTTP 500 error
occurred with the FatalError exception inside the Page-
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Provider class. The analyzer takes this symptom exception
as an input, and uses EXCHAIN logs to output an exception
DAG (or, most commonly, an exception chain) that has the
given symptom exception as the sink. For instance, apply-
ing EXCHAIN to the incident from Section 2, it produces
StalePageException@32 → InitError@9 → FatalEr-
ror@19. The source nodes in the analyzer output represent
potential root cause exceptions.

3.2 Technical Challenges
EXCHAIN proactively monitors all exceptions and collects
runtime information every time an exception is thrown, treat-
ing every exception as a potential threat to the system. This
is because predicting whether an exception will eventually
cause a failure is impossible in general, and hence a selective
interception may miss exceptions that are causally related to
the failure. Similarly, a reactive strategy can miss important
information if an exception and its information is not available
when the failure happens.

The key challenge EXCHAIN addresses is determining
possible dependencies between two intercepted exceptions.
There are many existing solutions to track explicit dependen-
cies across exceptions, i.e., when one exception is thrown
from the catch block of another. In this case, simply log-
ging both the caught and the thrown exceptions can trivially
capture their explicit dependency. There also exist program
analysis tools to automatically construct such explicit depen-
dencies across exceptions [24, 25, 33, 48]. However, these
solutions cannot identify implicit dependencies of two excep-
tions where one exception causes state changes, which later
causes the second exception.

The core contribution of EXCHAIN is the ability to in-
fer implicit dependencies of exceptions by tracking how an
exception changes application states and how the changes
cause subsequent exceptions. EXCHAIN needs to address two
challenges to achieve this.

First, EXCHAIN needs to identify a set of application states
to track. The set should be minimal in order to reduce the
tracking overhead. To this end, EXCHAIN uses two novel pro-
gram analysis techniques to identify a small set of program
memory locations to track. In particular, for each exception
ei, it identifies a set Aei of affected memory locations whose
values are impacted by ei and a set Rei of responsible mem-
ory locations whose values may cause ei. For example, if an
exception e1 causes null values of the variables v1 and v2,
and accessing v1 later leads to a null pointer exception e2,
then Ae1 = {v1,v2} and Re2 = {v1}. The fact that Ae1 and Re2

overlaps readily implies that e2 (implicitly) depends on e1.
Note that our abstraction of affected and responsible mem-
ory locations captures explicit dependencies as well: if e2 is
thrown in the catch block of e1, Ae1 and Re2 both include e1
and hence e2 depends on e1.

Second, an exception e2 may depend on another exception
e1 only indirectly. For instance, suppose e1 causes v1 =−1,

Cause

Affect
(4.1)

Catch
E1

Throw
E2

State

Responsible
(4.2)Propagate

(4.3) State'

Figure 4: EXCHAIN identifies the affected state of each
exception and tracks its propagation. A causal link is es-
tablished if the state causes another exception directly or
indirectly.

which causes v2 = −1 (e.g., via the copy v2 = v1), which
causes the array index out of bounds exception e2 (e.g., when
executing arr[v2]). In this case, e1’s affected memory loca-
tions {v1} do not overlap with e2’s responsible memory loca-
tions {v2,arr}, rather they are related to each other through
data- and control-flow. Taint tracking can accurately capture
such indirect dependencies or variables; however, it can be
prohibitively expensive (up to 50× overhead for some ap-
plications in our evaluation in §6). EXCHAIN uses a novel
technique that combines static and dynamic taint tracking of
a subset of memory locations that is significantly lightweight
compared to dynamic taint tracking (although it can miss
a small fraction of dependencies). Given the affected mem-
ory locations Ae1 of exception e1, the techniques computes
Prop(Ae1), the set of all memory locations that are tainted by
Ae1 . Using the information, EXCHAIN decides that an excep-
tion e2 with responsible memory location Re2 depends on e1 if
the intersection of Prop(Ae1) and Re2 is not empty. Intuitively,
a nonempty intersection means e1 affects at least one memory
location that, through data- and control-flow, affects at least
one memory location that is responsible for e2, and hence e2
depends on e1.

3.3 Scope and Limitations
EXCHAIN has several sources of false negatives. First, EX-
CHAIN cannot identify affected and responsible memory lo-
cations that are not initialized when the exception is thrown.
Second, EXCHAIN cannot track the state propagation if the
exception is thrown or caught by native code or if the state
propagates to other systems (e.g. an exception causes a cor-
rupted file or disrupts API functionalities).

The EXCHAIN is specifically tailored for programming
languages that utilize exceptions for error handling, such as
C# and Java. Its algorithms analyze throw and try/catch state-
ments to track where exceptions are raised and handled. How-
ever, EXCHAIN is less effective for languages like C and
Rust, which predominantly use return values for error han-
dling, without raising and handling failures explicitly.

4 Detailed Design
Next, we describe the detailed design of EXCHAIN to realize
the workflow from the previous section. We start by describ-
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Statement Variable Memory Location
StalePageException:resolve

detach(); this Page

StalePageException:processRequest

counter++; counter PageProvider.counter

page.refresh(); page Page

Table 1: Affected state analysis for the Wicket example.

ing the main analyses in EXCHAIN (ref. Figure 4). Note that
all analyses are dynamic unless specified otherwise, and they
track memory locations, which are either local variables on
the stack, objects in the heap, or fields of objects in the heap.

4.1 Affected State Analysis
First, given an exception, our goal is to identify all memory
locations whose values may be affected by the exception,
i.e., their values will differ depending on whether the excep-
tion is thrown or not. For example, in Figure 1, let us con-
sider the control-flow of the program if the resolve method
does not throw the StalePageException@32. Firstly, the
resolve method calls the detach method (Line 11), which
modifies the internal state of the Page object. Next, the
processRequest method increments the counter variable
(Line 12). Finally, the page.refresh() call (Line 17) is not
executed because it is inside the catch block. Therefore, the
StalePageException@32 affects the memory locations cor-
responding to the Page object referenced by this variable at
line 35, the counter field, and the Page object referenced by
page variable at line 17.

However, obtaining this information at runtime can be chal-
lenging. Simply removing the throw statement and rerunning
the request may not yield the correct result, particularly if the
system is stateful.

To enable EXCHAIN to identify memory locations affected
by an exception at run-time, we develop a novel a static data-
flow analysis that resembles liveness analysis [47]. Given
an exception e and its corresponding stack trace ST from
the current execution as input, EXCHAIN generates a set of
memory locations whose value will be altered by the excep-
tion. We represent a stack trace as a sequence of k ≥ 1 tuples
⟨method, loc,vars⟩ corresponding to stack frames when the
exception was thrown, where loc is the program location of
the call site (for the first k−1 frames) or the throw statement
(for the k-th frame), and vars is a mapping of variables to their
values. Our algorithm for computing the affected locations A
is as follows:
1. Add thrown exception e to A.

2. For each stack frame ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ ∈ ST:

(a) Identify all instructions Iaff that are control depen-
dent on the throw instruction or the corresponding
invocation site loc.

(b) For each instruction i ∈ Iaff which is of the form x = y
or x. f = y or x. f oo(), determine (respectively) the as-

signed local variable, the assigned object field, or the
object on which a method was invoked, and add these
locations to A. Intuitively, this is because their value
may be impacted by the change in control flow due to
the exception. Note that concrete memory locations
are obtained by resolving object references and fields
via vars.

3. Return all affected locations A.
Table 1 shows the analysis result of the StalePageExcep-

tion. When the StalePageException@32 is thrown, the
detach() statement is control dependent of the throw state-
ment. The detach() statement is a method invocation of the
object referenced by this. Therefore, EXCHAIN identifies the
memory location pointed by this as affected. The stack trace
of this exception also contains the method processRequest

which is at the invocation site page.resolve(req.sessionId)

(Line 11); as this call is aborted, the control-dependent state-
ments counter++ and page.refresh() are marked as affected.
Correspondingly, the affected state analysis returns two mem-
ory locations: (1) the Page object referenced by this in
the resolve method and by page in the processRequest
method, and (2) the class field counter.

4.2 Responsible State Analysis
Given an exception, we also need to identify all memory lo-
cations whose specific values can cause the exception. Note
that exceptions broadly have two types of causes: (a) excep-
tions originating at a throw statement are usually caused by
some program condition that is checked by an enclosing if;
and (b) run-time exceptions can be triggered while executing
expressions because of the value in some memory location
(e.g., if a reference is null or if a divisor is zero).

As an example, consider the processRequest method
shown in Figure 1. This method can throw an ArrayIndex-
OutOfBoundsException at Line 5 if cache.length <= req. ⌋

pageIndex. The memory location referenced by cache and req
are responsible for the exception. Next if page is attached,
the method throws an InitError exception (Line 9). In this
case, the Page object referenced by page is the responsible
memory location, since it is part of the closest enclosing if

condition. Note that the InitError is thrown indirectly by
a wrapper method called logAndThrow. Therefore, simply
analyzing the method that directly throws the exception is not
sufficient to identify the responsible location. To address this,
we implement several heuristics based on the semantics of
the exceptions and the structure of the code.

Exception rethrown. Many exceptions are thrown explicitly
in the catch block (e.g. the FatalError in Figure 1). The mem-
ory location referenced by the caught exception (e.g. e2 at
Line 18) is responsible for the new exception.

Run-time exceptions without an explicit throw statement.
We maintain a list of exceptions that are thrown directly by the
runtime while executing individual instructions, and handle
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them specially to identify the memory locations responsible
for these exceptions. For instance, if a NullPointerExcep-
tion is triggered by a method invocation instruction or an
object field access, then EXCHAIN identifies the correspond-
ing object reference as the culprit.
Exceptions thrown by throw statements. When an excep-
tion is thrown by a throw statement, EXCHAIN employs a
backward control-flow analysis to identify the memory lo-
cations responsible for the exception. The algorithm takes
an exception e and its corresponding stack trace ST as input
and returns a set of memory locations R that are responsible
for the input exception. The stack trace is again represented
as a sequence of tuples ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ as before. The
algorithm is as follows:
1. For each frame ⟨method, loc,vars⟩ ∈ ST starting from the

top of the stack:

(a) Find the closest branch statement of the current frame
location loc based on the control-flow graph of the
method.

(b) If no such branch is identified in this method, go to
step 1.

(c) Collect all variables or object fields that are refer-
enced by the condition expression of the branch state-
ment. Use vars to resolve variables to memory loca-
tions, and add these to R. Break and go to step 2.

2. Return the set R.
For example, in the InitError shown in Figure 1, EX-

CHAIN first analyzes the logAndThrow method at line 24, and
then the processRequest method at line 9. Since the throw
statement in question is not dominated by any branch condi-
tion in the logAndThrow method, the analysis continues up
the call stack to the processRequest method, where it iden-
tifies the closest branch condition as page.isAttached(). EX-
CHAIN then resolves the local variable reference and returns
a singelton set containing the memory location referenced by
value as R. Since this value is the same object included in
the affected set for StalePageException (ref. Section 4.1),
EXCHAIN can establish causality between StalePageEx-
ception and InitError.

4.3 Hybrid Taint Flow Analysis
In general, EXCHAIN needs to consider how the values af-
fected by some exception ei propagate to other values before
they become responsible for some other exception e j (§3.2).
This is done using taint analysis. The main idea behind taint
analysis is to associate some information with program values
(e.g., that they are affected by exception ei) and propagate this
to other values that are derived from the former.

Traditional dynamic taint analysis works by instrumenting
program code to propagate taint information at every instruc-
tion, such as copying local variables, performing arithmetic
computation, or invoking method calls. This instrumentation
introduces excessive overhead to the application [11, 15, 20],

1 class Foo {
2 int value = 0;
3 Taint valueT = new Taint("const:0");
4 Taint thisT = new Taint("obj:Foo");
5 }
6 void m() {
7 int i1 = 10;
8 // create a new taint because i1 is created

from a constant.↪→

9 Taint i1T = new Taint("const:10");
10 int i2 = i1;
11 // Passing the taint information from i1 to

i2.↪→

12 Taint i2T = i1T;
13 Foo e1 = new Foo();
14 Foo e2 = e1;
15 int i3 = e1.value;
16 // Passing the taint information from

e1.value to i3.↪→

17 Taint i3T = e1.valueT;
18 }

Passing the taint information
from e1 to e2 is not necessary!

Figure 5: A simple program to demonstrate how dynamic
taint analysis tools tracks the taint tag for heap objects
and local variables. The original code is not highlighted.

making it difficult to apply dynamic taint analysis techniques
to large, complex enterprise-level applications even in an in-
tegration/canary test environment. Alternatively, static taint
analysis reconstructs the dynamic behavior of a program us-
ing only static code analysis [8, 41], which introduces zero
overhead to the application while trading off precision.

Hybrid taint analysis. Neither static nor dynamic taint analy-
sis alone can achieve both accurate and efficient taint tracking.
Therefore, it is natural to ask if it is possible to combine these
two approaches to achieve a high precision and a low over-
head. EXCHAIN implements a novel hybrid taint analysis that
leverages the following two observations.

First, the main overhead introduced by dynamic taint anal-
ysis comes from maintaining the taint information for local
primitives, such as integers and booleans. In contrast, tracking
heap objects can be done more efficiently and accurately by
adding only taint information to the heap object itself.

For example, Figure 5 illustrates an instrumented Java pro-
gram that tracks taint information using dynamic taint anal-
ysis. The fields valueT and thisT of the class Foo are used
to track the taint information of Foo.value and Foo respec-
tively. The dynamic taint analysis tool creates a taint reference
for each local primitive and updates the taint information ac-
cordingly (Line 9, 12, and 17). For object references, the tool
does not create taint references if they point to heap objects
whose taint information is already being maintained by cor-
responding fields (Line 3-4). When the thisT field of an
object is updated, all references pointing to that object are au-
tomatically updated as well. In our evaluation, tracking local
primitives introduces 87-5005% overhead but tracking heap
objects only introduces 1-10% to the system.

Second, local primitives can be efficiently tracked using
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Figure 6: Analysis result of the percentage of data-flows
between heap and local objects using CodeQL.

static taint analysis offline and static taint analysis produces
more accurate result for local primitives compared to heap
objects [29]. Heap objects can be manipulated in various ways
by the program, such as being passed between functions or
being dynamically allocated and deallocated. This makes it
harder to track the flow of data through the program and to
accurately determine which inputs have tainted a particular
object. On the other hand, local primitives are typically only
modified within a single function or block of code, making it
easier to trace their flow of data.

EXCHAIN utilizes these observations and dynamically in-
struments heap objects and adds taint information at run time,
introducing only a constant overhead per exception. For lo-
cal primitives, EXCHAIN uses static taint analysis to track
data-flow offline, introducing no overhead at run time.

One limitation of tracking different types of variables dif-
ferently is that it may miss data flow between heap objects and
local primitives. For example, in Figure 5, taint information
will be lost between e1.value and i3 because EXCHAIN main-
tains the taint information of e1.value dynamically and the
taint information of i3 statically. This limitation may affect
the accuracy of EXCHAIN’s analysis.

To better understand the impact, we used CodeQL [16] to
statically analyze multiple popular cloud services. Specifi-
cally, we focused on three types of statements: assignments,
method calls, and method returns. Figure 6 presents the re-
sults of our analysis. Across all applications, we found that
less than 8.5% of assignment statements, less than 4% of
method call statements, and less than 8.4% of method return
statements had data flow from heap objects to local primitives.
Our findings confirmed that the majority of data flow occurs
between heap-to-heap and local-to-local, which can be effec-
tively handled by hybrid taint analysis. In our evaluation of
11 reproduced failures, we found that EXCHAIN can identify
the root cause of 6 issues by only tracking heap objects, while
four issues require only tracking local primitives. Only one
failure requires tracing the data-flow between heap objects
and local primitives. Besides, tracking local primitives intro-
duces 17x overhead to the target system compared to only
tracking heap objects. Overall, by selectively tracing heap

objects and local primitives, EXCHAIN can identify the root
cause of most failures with minimal overhead.

4.4 Putting it Together
We now describe how different pieces fit together in the work-
flow of EXCHAIN as shown in Figure 3. At runtime, EX-
CHAIN intercepts every exception that is thrown by the appli-
cation. On each exception, EXCHAIN performs both affected
and responsible state analysis and logs the results in the EX-
CHAIN logs (the results are cached and reused when the same
exception is thrown multiple times). It also performs the dy-
namic part of its hybrid taint analysis. For affected states that
are heap objects, EXCHAIN marks them with a unique ID
of the exception. For affected states that are local primitives,
EXCHAIN logs the stack slot number and the correspond-
ing exception. When analyzing responsible states, EXCHAIN
checks if the memory location is a heap object that contains
any labels of previous exceptions. If a label is found, EX-
CHAIN records in its logs the causal link between the current
exception and the exception represented by the label. If the
memory location is a local primitive, EXCHAIN logs the stack
slot number and the corresponding exception.

To diagnose a failure, the user uses the EXCHAIN analyzer
offline with the target symptom exception of the failure. The
analyzer first performs the static part of its hybrid taint analy-
sis with the stack slots of affected states as sources and the
stack slots of responsible states (the states are retrieved from
EXCHAIN logs). If the static taint analysis reports a flow from
a source to a sink, EXCHAIN reports the causal link between
the corresponding exceptions. Finally, the analyzer returns
a DAG (or most commonly, a chain) that has the symptom
exception as the sink node. The source nodes in the returned
DAG represents the root cause exceptions.

5 Implementation
Our EXCHAIN implementation consists of 9,000 lines of code
written in Kotlin, Java, and C++. It instruments the compiled
bytecode of the target system and attaches dynamic monitors
to the runtime. We use JVM Tool Interface (JVMTi) [35]
to capture all exceptions thrown by the target application
and map local variables and heap fields to memory locations.
The affected and responsible state analyzer are developed
on top of ASM [9]. Our dynamic taint analysis is based on
Phosphor [11], and the static taint analysis is implemented
using Soot [53] and FlowDroid [8]. Although our algorithm
is not tied to a specific implementation of JDK and JVM, we
only execute target applications using OpenJDK 16 because
the underlying dynamic taint analysis tool requires APIs that
are only available after OpenJDK 16.

Dynamic Entry Point Inference. We have also implemented
a dynamic entry point inferring technique that allows the static
taint analysis to provide more accurate results.

Client-server architecture for cloud services typically in-
volves multiple public interfaces, each serving as an entry
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1 int main() {
2 while (true) {
3 Request r = waitForNewRequest();
4 dispatchRequest(r);
5 }
6 }
7 class Server {
8 @Endpoint("create")
9 Response createUser(Request r) {

10 method1(); // may throw Exception1
11 }
12 @Endpoint("remove")
13 Response removeUser(Request r) {
14 method2(); // may throw Exception2
15 }
16 }

Figure 7: A simple web server with two endpoints.

Exception1 ->
Server.method1,
Server.createUser,
Thread.run

Exception2 ->
Server.method2:24,
Server.removeUser,
Thread.run

Exception1 ->
Server.method1,
Server.createUser,
Thread.run

void main() {
createUser(SYM);
removeUser(SYM);
createUser(SYM);

}

Figure 8: EXCHAIN constructs a main method based on
the exception trace collected at runtime.

point to the application. Figure 7 illustrates a simple web
server with two public interfaces: create and remove. The
main function of the server is a hot loop that waits for incom-
ing requests and dispatches them to respective endpoints.

The dynamic design of modern web frameworks such as
Spring [51] and Wicket [7], which dispatch requests to differ-
ent worker threads through reflection and dependency injec-
tion, makes it difficult for the static taint analyzer to construct
an accurate call graph [6]. This design significantly limits the
completeness of the static analysis.

To address this problem, EXCHAIN leverages the exception
traces collected at runtime. For each exception, EXCHAIN
identifies the deepest stack frame that contains application
code based on the package name of the caller. It then con-
structs a main method that invokes the corresponding ap-
plication code in sequential order. For example, Figure 8
demonstrates an exception trace of Figure 7. EXCHAIN finds
the deepest method that contains application code for each
exception and creates a new main method that invokes the
identified methods sequentially. By doing so, EXCHAIN is
able to generate a new main method for the application that
starts with the identified application code.

In our evaluation, dynamic entry point inference helps EX-
CHAIN to identify the root cause for two more issues com-
pared to using the original main method of the application.

Issue Multi-Run
Cause # Excp

Logged Dist Total
WICKET-6908 ✓ ✓ 5 8
JENA-324 ✓ ✓ 792 796
FINERACT-1211 ✗ ✓ 1 58
MAPREDUCE-6654 ✗ ✓ 11 117
HADOOP-17812 ✗ ✗ 1 24
WICKET-6249 ✓ ✗ 7 11
HDFS-4128 ✓ ✗ 7 115
HIVE-13410 ✓ ✓ 15 51
NIFI-8249 ✓ ✓ 1 47
SOLR-16363 ✗ ✗ 1 171
TOMCAT-65131 ✗ ✗ 1 13

Table 2: Basic information of EDFs. ‘Multi-Run’ indicates
if the root cause and the final exception occur in different
operations. ‘Cause Logged’ shows if the root cause excep-
tion is logged by the application. ‘Dist’ shows the number
of exceptions thrown between the root cause and the final
exception. ‘Total’ shows the total number of exceptions
thrown by the application during the reproduction.

6 Evaluation
We evaluate EXCHAIN to answer the following questions:
(1) How does EXCHAIN compare to state-of-the-art failure
diagnosis techniques in identifying the root cause for EDFs?
(2) How do our analysis techniques help improve the accuracy-
performance tradeoffs of EXCHAIN? We conduct all experi-
ments on an Ubuntu server with an Intel Xeon 1290P proces-
sor and 128 GB of memory. We set an 8-hour time limit for
static taint analysis, with a maximum heap size of 32 GB.

6.1 Methodology
For our evaluation, we looked at popular open source appli-
cations maintained by the Apache Foundation. We query the
Jira issue tracking system [32] with a list of keywords such
as "exception handling". From the result of our query (run on
11-15-2022), we closely examined the latest 30 issues return
that are indeed software bugs related to exception handling
and have clearly described failure symptoms, and were able
to reproduce 11 of them (the remaining ones do not provide
an instruction to reproduce the failure).

As such, these 11 reproducible incidents spanning 10 open
source applications form the core of our evaluation setup.
Table 2 shows the basic information of the reproduced 11
issues. We reproduce all failures by running the service in
production configuration except for NIFI-8249, which uses
a customized class loading mechanism that is not supported
by the underlying taint analysis framework. As a result, we
reproduced this issue using unit tests. We manually analyze
the issue report summary and developer conversations in the
ticket to identify the root cause to serve as the ground truth.
Note that our system does not need or have access to this issue
report.

As shown in Table 2, many of the failures are non-trivial:
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Issue EXCHAIN
Statistical SL4J Log

Ochiai Taran. First Nearst
WI-6908 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
JE-324 ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓
FI-1211 ✓ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗
MA-6654 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
HA-17812 ✓ ✗ ✓ N/A ✗ ✗
WI-6249 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✗ ✗
HD-4128 ✓ ✓ ✓ N/A ✗ ✗
HI-13410 ✓ ✗ ✗ N/A ✓ ✗
NI-8249 ✗ ✗ ✗ N/A ✓ ✓
SO-16363 ✗ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗
TO-65131 ✗ N/A N/A N/A ✗ ✗

Table 3: The analysis result of each issue. Ochiai and
Tarantula are two statistical debugging techniques imple-
mented by GZoltar. N/A means GZoltar and Slicer4J are
not applicable to the target application. First and Nearest
are two debugging techniques that focus on examining the
initial exception thrown by the application and the closest
exception to the final failure from logs.

their root causes and failures happen in different executions,
root causes are not logged, and many (unrelated) exceptions
separate the failures from their the root causes.

6.2 End-to-End Evaluation
For the end-to-end evaluation of accuracy, we compare EX-
CHAIN with three state-of-the-art fault localization tech-
niques: statistical debugging (GZoltar [12] with two different
ranking algorithms Ochiai [3] and Tarantula [34]), slicing
(Slicer4J [5]) and Log analysis. GZoltar requires workloads
that contains both pass and fail cases and we use the unit
tests associate with the application. If the existing unit test
does not cover the reproduced failure, we manually imple-
ment one. GZoltar return a ranked list of statements that may
be related to the failure based on their relevance to the failure
and Slicer4J returns a ranked list of statements that are data
dependent of the failure. If the containing method of a state-
ment reported by the tool that throws the root cause is ranked
top 200 of the list, we report a true positive. In our analysis of
application logs, we utilized two strategies: "First" represent-
ing the initial exception thrown and "Nearest" representing
the closest exception to the final failure.

Note that, as discussed in Section 2.2, it is much more costly
to use GZoltar and Slicer4J: GZoltar requires many successful
runs and failure runs, and Slicer4J requires re-executing a
failed run. In contrast, EXCHAIN allows diagnosis right after
a failure run.

Table 3 presents the analysis result. EXCHAIN successfully
identified the root cause for most issues (8 out of 11). GZoltar
only identified the root cause for 2 issues among the 8 on
which we could run it. GZoltar was unable to analyze Fineract,
Tomcat, and Solr due to incompatibilities with the building
system used by these applications. For HDFS-4128, Ochiai
identified the root cause in the top 2 predicted statements.
However, for HADOOP-17812 and WICKET-6249, Ochiai

failed to predict the root cause within the top 200 statements.
For Tarantula, it predicted the root cause statements within the
top 30 statements for HADOOP-17812 and HDFS-4128. For
5 issues, GZoltar cannot report any root cause statements due
to insufficient pass/fail executions. Our experimental results
highlight that EXCHAIN is more capable than GZoltar in
identifying the root cause for EDFs.

To gain insight into the challenges of diagnosing failures
using dynamic variable dependency tracking, we performed a
backward slicing for all failures using Slicer4J [5]. However,
we were able to use the tool to reproduce only one issue:
JENA-324; Slicer4J could not used with the other issues due
to incompatible Java versions. For JENA-324, Slicer4J re-
ported 3741 statements related to the final failure, with the
root cause identified at the 3628th statement. This suggests
that relying on variable dependency for failure diagnosis can
lead to information overload, potentially overwhelming de-
velopers. Slicer4J can introduce significant performance over-
head (up to 15×) Ahmed et al. [5]).

Finally, for the log based approaches, the "First" strategy
identified the root cause for three out of the total failures. The
"Nearest" strategy pinpointed the root cause for only two dis-
tinct failures. It’s crucial to note that even in our experiments
with smaller workloads, numerous exceptions can occur be-
fore and after the root cause, particularly in long-running
services.

6.3 Accuracy vs. Performance Tradeoff
To put the accuracy-performance tradeoff of EXCHAIN in con-
text and explain the value of our optimizations, we consider
two other hypothetical designs SI+Static and SI+Dynamic (SI
stands for affected/responsible state identification). Similar
to EXCHAIN, both log exceptions at runtime and identify af-
fected and responsible states using the algorithms mentioned
in §4.1 and §4.2. They differ in how they analyze taint flow
between affected to responsible states: SI+Static uses fully
static taint analysis and SI+Dynamic uses fully dynamic taint
analysis. In contrast, EXCHAIN uses a hybrid taint analysis:
dynamic analysis of heap objects and static analysis of local
primitives. Note, that SI+Static logs all exceptions as well as
the corresponding stack traces and runs affected and respon-
sible state analysis offline. SI+Static is expected to offer low
run-time overhead but least accurate diagnosis results. Con-
versely, SI+Dynamic is expected to offer the highest overhead
but also the highest diagnosis accuracy.

To evaluate the performance impact of EXCHAIN, we iden-
tify benchmarks for 7 out of the 10 applications. For Hadoop,
Solr, MapReduce, and HDFS, we used the built-in bench-
marks to generate workloads [18, 45, 50, 52]. For Fineract,
Wicket, and Tomcat, we use the Apache HTTP benchmarking
tool [1] to measure their performance. For each benchmark,
we measure both throughput and latency. We encountered is-
sues when attempting to benchmark NIFI in production mode
due to dynamic class loading as described earlier. We were
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Issue EXCHAIN SI+Static SI+Dynamic
TP FP TP FP TP FP

WICKET-6908 ✓ 1 ✓ 1 ✓ 0
JENA-324 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
FINERACT-1211 ✓ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ 0
MAPREDUCE-6654 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
HADOOP-17812 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
WICKET-6249 ✓ 0 ✓ 0 ✓ 0
HDFS-4128 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
HIVE-13410 ✓ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
NIFI-8249 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
SOLR-16363 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
TOMCAT-65131 ✗ 0 ✗ 0 ✓ 0
Sum 8/11 1 3/11 1 11/11 0

Table 4: Analysis result of each issue. EXCHAIN cannot
identify the root cause for NIFI-8249 and SOLR-16363
because of the imprecise analysis result returned by the
underlying static taint analysis tool. EXCHAIN cannot
identify the root cause for TOMCAT-65131 because of the
data-flow between heap objects and local primitives.

also unable to find a representative benchmark workload for
Jena and Hive.2 Solr only reports throughput and MapReduce
only reports latency. All remaining benchmarks report both
latency and throughput.

Accuracy Results. Table 4 presents the accuracy results for
EXCHAIN and two baselines including the number of true
positives (TP) and false positives (FP). A true positive for a
technique means that it successfully identifies the root cause
exception and correctly reported causal relationship between
the root cause exception and the final failure described in the
issue. A false positive means that the technique reports an
exception that is not mentioned by the reporter and fixing the
exception does not prevent the final failure.

The result shows that EXCHAIN successfully identified
the root cause for most issues (8 out of 11) with only 1 false
positive. SI+Dynamic successfully identified all root causes
without any false positive (at the cost of huge run-time over-
head that we discuss later). On the other hand, SI+Static could
identify root causes for only 3 issues with 1 false positive.

Recall that SI+Dynamic is based on the affected and re-
sponsible variables identified by our analysis described in §4.
The fact that it can successfully identify all root causes shows
the effectiveness of the analysis algorithms.

We also investigated the three failures for which EXCHAIN
failed to report the true root cause. For two of the cases (NIFI-
8249 and SOLR-16363), EXCHAIN failed because of the
imprecise analysis result returned by the underlying static
taint analysis while tracking local variables. Only for one case
(TOMCAT-65131), EXCHAIN failed because of its design
limitation of not being able to track data-flow between heap
and local objects.

Performance Result. Figure 9 shows the latency results re-

2A third-party benchmark for an old version of Hive was available, but our
dynamic taint analysis tool could not instrument the benchmark application.
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Figure 9: The latency overhead for different applications
in log scale. Lower is better.
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Figure 10: The throughput degradation for different ap-
plications. Lower is better.

ported by 6 applications. On average, EXCHAIN incurred
1%-12% overhead on latency, only 2% more than SI+Static.
In contrast, SI+Dynamic incurred 87%-5015% overhead. The
throughput result in Figure 10 shows a similar trend: EX-
CHAIN incurred 1%-11% degradation on throughput, while
SI+Static also incurred 1%-11% degradation. In contrast,
SI+Dynamic incurred 48%-99% degradation.

Our evaluation shows that EXCHAIN achieves a better bal-
ance between performance and accuracy than SI+Dynamic
and SI+Static. Specifically, it achieves an accuracy closer
to SI+Dynamic, with a cost closer to SI+Static. In fact,
EXCHAIN successfully identified the root cause of all fail-
ures whose affected and responsible states are heap objects,
whereas SI+Static only identified the root cause for 3 such
failures. Moreover, EXCHAIN reported only one false positive
out of 11 issues, demonstrating its high accuracy. In terms of
performance, EXCHAIN introduces an average overhead of
only 8%, making it feasible to deploy in an integration test or
canary environment.

7 Discussion
Our current focus was on using EXCHAIN was in a test/canary
environment where a moderate performance overhead (≈ 8%)
may be acceptable. One natural question is if our approach
may eventually be amenable to be run in production with a
lower overhead.
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Figure 11: Latency overhead break down for different
applications.
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Figure 12: Throughput degradation break down for dif-
ferent applications.

To understand the future feasibility of extending EXCHAIN
we investigate the sources of the overhead. We divide the sys-
tem into two components: JVMTi and EXCHAIN. Figure 11
and Figure 12 show the breakdown of overhead introduced
by each component. JVMTi represents the aforementioned
overhead due to JVMTi. EXCHAIN represents the overhead
introduced by the central design, including logging all ex-
ceptions and their corresponding stack traces, computing the
affected and responsible states, and storing taint information
of heap objects.

From our observations, less than half of the total overhead
is attributed to the core components of EXCHAIN, while the
rest originates from JVMTi. JVMTi can disable several JIT
optimizations when attached to the JVM, which affects the
overhead. An alternative way to intercepting exceptions (e.g.,
through instrumentation or a better JVM mechanism similar
to .NET’s first-chance-exception[21]) could reduce this over-
head substantially to enable closer-to-production acceptable
overhead (≤ 5%).

8 Other Related Work
We discussed some key related efforts and their limitations in
§2.2. Here, we discuss other related work.

Statistical debugging technique. There is a rich body of
work focusing on statistical debugging [2, 12, 34, 43, 55, 57,
61]. Such techniques are effective if the developer provides

both failing and passing executions. Unfortunately, such data
is not always available. In our evaluation, we show that with
existing test suit, GZoltar can only identify the root cause for
one EDF. Moreover, statistical debugging aims to identify
events (e.g., exceptions) that are correlated to failures, rather
than finding the causal dependencies among multiple events.

Failure reproducing. Kasikci et al. showed that it is possible
to reproduce failures with low overhead instrumentation using
hardware features [36]. Pensieve reconstructs failing execu-
tions using dependency analysis of runtime events [62]. EX-
CHAIN is complementary to failure reproducing techniques
and help developers to pinpoint the root cause efficiently.

Failure handling testing. ChaosMachine [60] and Fili-
buster [42] use chaos engineering to test failure handling logic
of the application. Such techniques are useful in identifying
bugs in failure handling logic.

Speeding up dynamic taint analysis. JetStream uses paral-
lel execution and record and replay techniques to improve
the performance of dynamic information flow tracking [46].
Iodine uses static analysis to remote runtime monitors if the
data-flow can be determined statically [10]. Both tool show
that taint analysis is useful in debugging and failure diagnosis.
EXCHAIN uses exception-focused hybrid taint analysis and
focuses on identifying the root cause for EDFs.

9 Conclusions
In some sense, EXCHAIN solves a particularly hard problem —
the very practices of good software engineering at scale (e.g.,
throwing exceptions, silent handling) also end up creating
subtle exception-dependent failure modes that are incredibly
hard to debug! Our key observation is that unlike basic ex-
ception chains, EDFs can entail subtle stateful dependencies
between the root cause and the eventual failure mode.

In designing EXCHAIN, we addressed fundamental chal-
lenges in applying program analysis techniques to balance
the performance and overhead in tracking such stateful de-
pendencies in exception handling failures. EXCHAIN helps
developers diagnose EDFs using a famililar exception-trace
like abstraction akin to traditional debugging workflows. Our
evaluation showed that EXCHAIN is able to successfully diag-
nose subtle issues that stumped expert developers in popular
applications with little to no manual effort and that it signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-art techniques. While our current
implementation offers sufficient performance for test and ca-
nary deployments, our core design contributions are amenable
to production deployments at scale as well.
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